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STREETCARS RETURN TO MID-CITY ON
SUNDAY MORNING APRIL 18

MEMBERSHIP
MEETING SET FOR
TUESDAY APRIL 27

According to a press release by the Regional
Transit Authority, the Canal streetcar line, as well as
the Carrollton/City Park spur, will begin operating
around 3:15 AM on Sunday April 18.

The
Parkview
Neighborhood Assoc.
will hold its Spring
meeting on Tuesday
April 27 at 7:30 PM at the
Morel-Wisner House,
1347 Moss Street.

Celebrations are planned for this event,
although details have not been finalized at this time.
For much of March the bright red cars have
been making practice runs up and down Carrollton,
with sometimes as many as four cars stopped at the
terminus at the Beauregard statue.

James Reiss, Chairman of RTA, said in the press

Guest speakers for
the meeting include
Murray Nelson of the
Upper
Hurstville
Residence Association,
who will discuss his
Uptown neighborhood’s
recent success in forming
a
special
crime
prevention district, and
Parkview
member

(Continued on top of page 2)

(Continued on page 2)

The Carrollton stretch of the line will run in the
street in the inside lane, which is also shared with
vehicular traffic. Riders will enter and exit from the
neutral ground.

OUT OF SERVICE?
NOT FOR LONG
A car of the
Carrollton spur rests
at the end of the line
at the Beauregard
Circle.

CRESCENT CITY
CLASSIC ROAD
RACE SET
FOR SATURDAY
APRIL 10
(SEE PAGE 17)

FROM PAGE ONE
(Continued from page 1, Streetcar)

release that “Boh Brothers has assured me that they will undertake this Herculean
effort and have this line open in time for our visitors for Jazz Fest.” RTA officials
will be watching Jazz Fest crowd patterns closely to see if the new line alleviates
some of the traffic and parking woes connected with the annual event. Visitors
staying in the CBD and Canal Street hotels will be able to take the streetcar to within
a half mile of the entrance to Fair Grounds.
Streetcars played an important role in the development of Mid-City and the
City Park area. At one time three lines were within easy access to Parkview
residents. [See article on page 6.]
Real estate professionals are excited about the future that the line will bring
to Mid-City and the Carrollton corridor. [See article on page 24.]

(Continued from page 1, Meeting)

Michael DesJardins, who will discuss homeowner’s insurance issues.
Elected officials or members of their staff often attend the meetings, so if you
have an issue that needs their attention, please attend.
The meetings usually last about 90 minutes and refreshments are served.
The agenda for the meeting is included in the center of the newsletter. If you would
like any matter to be included on the agenda please send to Parkview
Neighborhood Association, P.O. Box 791577, New Orleans, LA 70179
A huge crowd assembled on the Bayou at Orleans
on March 21 for the Mardi
Gras Indians’ Super Sunday.
Jon Pareles, chief pop music
writer for The New York Times,
was present and filed a glowing review of the event, which
should only increase attendance for next year. (Photo
courtesy of Matt Roger)
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PARKVIEW NEWS
PROBLEMS REPORTED BY MEMBERS
NOTE: If you have a problem to report that you’d like for the Association to take
action on, please let us know either at 483-0733 or mctullis@bellsouth.net
DATE
DESCRIPTION OF
PROBLEM PROBLEM
REPORTED

STATUS
OF RESOLUTION

Feb. 2003

Jay Batt, who was present at the January meeting,
sent a letter to Cabrini High School on this issue.
Cabrini responded by saying that it has addressed
this issue by writing and speaking to the offending
parents. Mr. Batt has also written letters to the Orleans Levee Board, NOPD, Parks and Parkways, and
the Parking Division of the City seeking relief on the
issue. The Parking Division and the Orleans Levee
Board responded that they’ve both investigated the
matter and have found no illegal parking on the
Bayou.

Parking of vehicles on the banks
of the Bayou, especially near the
Magnolia Gardens/Harding
Bridge.

March 2003 Roosevelt. Automobiles parked
improperly make it difficult for
large emergency vehicles to
travel down the street.

Ideas needed by members on how to address this
problem. Another Roosevelt resident has recently
brought this matter to the Association’s attention.

Oct. 2003

Near Post Office on Jeff Davis.
There is significant brush growth
between the post office and the
Stone Center that causes serious
obstruction of a driver’s vision
when traveling on Jeff Davis
from the post office toward Canal Street. There is no sidewalk
on the post office side of the
street, so pedestrians must walk
in the street, creating an even
more dangerous situation at that
curve in the road.

Letters have been sent to the City expressing concern
about this situation. This may be one of those problems where nobody wants to take responsibility.
The growth, weeds and grass may be on a railroad
right of way.

Oct. 2003

Vehicles traveling down side
streets at high rates of speed;
endangering children and pets.

The problem may be a result of construction on Carrollton and may work itself out once this work is
completed. With the streetcar line scheduled to open
this month this situation will be evaluated in the
Summer.

Jan. 2004

Drainage problems on Olga
Street.

Mr. Batt has sent a letter to the Department of Public
Works requesting a survey to be done to determine
necessary repairs.

Jan. 2004

Speeding on Dumaine Street

Mr. Batt sent letter to Dept. of Public Works.

Councilman Jay Batt responded by sending a letter
to the Department of Public Works asking for their
attention to this matter.
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PARKVIEW OPINION

EDITORIAL

LETTERS

SUPER SUNDAY I: STREETCARS RETURN

Jay Batt responds to newsletter:

The last time a streetcar rolled through Parkview
was at the end of 1940 when the City Park cars traveled up
and down Dumaine Street. On January 1, 1941, buses were
substituted on the route ending 80 years of streetcar service
to the area that we now know as Parkview.

Dear Editor:

On Sunday April 18 the streetcars will return to
Canal Street and Mid-City. The City Park spur will use
Carrollton to connect Canal Street with City Park, bringing
tourists from downtown to the Park, NOMA and the Bayou.
With the construction near completion one immediate effect
of the line is already obvious - Carrollton Avenue has never
looked better. With the trimming of the trees, new curbs and
pavement, Carrollton is once again a grand avenue for the
City - the street is smooth and the sight lines are such that
someone standing at Delgado can see clearly all the way to
Tulane Avenue.
We are a cynical lot here in New Orleans. Many
thought this project would never be completed. Much of
the news about the City has been negative of late with rising
crime and the continuing exodus of major oil and gas
companies. We have had little to celebrate. It is hoped that
the sight of the streetcars on Carrollton, full of smiling
tourists who don’t see the City as we do, will fill our hearts
with optimism, letting us realize, if only for a moment, that
once in awhile we can do something right.

SUPER SUNDAY II: INDIANS ON THE BAYOU
The organizers of Super Sunday, the annual parade
of the Mardi Gras Indians that begins on the Bayou, should
be applauded for their management of this important
cultural event, especially the speedy cleanup of the Bayou
area after the show. This year, only hours after the last
festivalgoer retired, the great lawn of the Bayou between
Orleans and the post office looked as though it had been
vacuumed. This good civic vibe must have reverberated
into the minds of those watching the colorful costumes, as
the number of beer bottles floating in the Bayou were few,
very few.
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February 26, 2004
Please allow me to use
this opportunity in order to
explain some of the work that
our office is doing to resolve
the problems which were
brought to my attention at the
January meeting.
1) Parking on the Bayou. As
noted in your March
newsletter, I contacted
Cabrini’s administration.
We received a response
from Cabrini explaining
that the culprits are not
only parents picking up
students, but post office
vehicles, police cars, and
delivery trucks. What was
not mentioned in the
newsletter was that my
office also sent letters to
the City’s Parking Administrator, Captain Scott of
the 3rd District Police Department, Quality of Life
Officer Donna Forstall,
and the Director of Parks
and Parkways, Ann
McDonald. These letters
were forwarded to your
neighborhood association
and I find it important to
inform the neighbors that
our efforts were directed
in several directions and
not just to Cabrini’s administration. Specifically,
my correspondence to
Ann McDonald, Director
(Continued on page 5)

PARKVIEW LETTERS
(Continued from page 4)

of Parks and Parkways, stated:
“In order to reach a permanent solution, would you please look into the installation of a barrier that
could be placed on the grassy area where the vehicles pull onto. A barrier such as shrubs or wooden
bollards could provide a barrier that would discourage drivers from pulling into the bank along the
Bayou.”
We have not received a response from the Department of Parks and Parkways on the feasibility of installing barriers to prevent illegal parking on the Bayou, but I will follow-up on my letter
and forward the department’s response to you upon receipt.
2)
Olga Street. Another issue brought to my attention is the drainage problems on Olga
Street. In a memo to the Director of Public Works, John Shires, I describe the conditions of the street
and I requested that a survey be done to determine necessary repairs. (A copy of the memo was also
forwarded to Parkview’s Post Office Box.)
3)
Dumaine Street (between Bayou Road and Carrollton) - Not cited in the March
newsletter was my additional request to Public Works for speed limit signs to be placed on the aforementioned area.
4)
Other Drainage Problems - In addition to Olga Street, three other areas with drainage problems were brought up at the January meeting, and I sent a memo to the Executive Director,
Marcia St. Martin, and the Deputy Director, Joseph Sullivan, of the Sewage and Water Board asking
for their assistance in cleaning out the drains form the following areas:
(Parkview Neighborhood Association and the neighbors referenced were copied.)
a.
937 Taft - Request to remove tree and clean out catch basin.
b.
4027 Delgado - Request for drains located two houses up and two houses down form
address to be cleaned
c.
1347 Moss Street - Request to clean clog between the drain and outtake line.
Furthermore, I find your newsletter very informative, but I felt the neighbors were not getting the whole picture when it comes to what their City Council office is doing to improve their community. If Parkview would like to include a letter or article from my office updating the neighborhood on what’s new in District A, please contact my legislative aid, Nicole Webre. Many legislative
issues occur in city government that may affect the Parkview neighborhood and we would like a
chance to broadcast this information to constituents.
Moreover, I will send a booklet of city services and what departments to contact for certain issues,
such as clogged drains, etc. I find this information can be extremely helpful.
Please do not hesitate to contact us for additional assistance.
Sincerely,
John A. Batt, Jr.

Letters to the Editor may be sent to Parkview Neighborhood Association, P.O. Box
791577, New Orleans, LA 70179 or mctullis@bellsouth.net
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PARKVIEW HISTORY
A BRIEF LOOK AT THE STREETCAR LINES OF BAYOU ST. JOHN
When one of the new locally made red cars of the Canal Street line turns onto
North Carrollton Avenue at around 3:00 AM on Sunday April 18 it will mark the
first time a streetcar has ever traveled on North Carrollton. While streetcars rode on
Moss, City Park Avenue and Dumaine Street, North Carrollton Avenue never
shared that distinction. Instead it had to settle for the ordinary bus.
Three lines serviced what we know today as Parkview: the Bayou Bridge
Line; the City Park Line; and, to a lesser extent, the Bayou St. John Line. In the discussion of each of these lines one book is the primary source: Louis Hennick and E.
Harper Charlton’s The Streetcars of New Orleans. This definitive treatment of our
street railways history remains the best single volume on the subject, and it can
stand alone as the only book you need to have on your shelf in order to comprehensively study the streetcar system.
Referred to as Hennick in this brief article, The Streetcars of New Orleans is in
print as a Pelican reprint for $25. While this edition, a large trade paperback, will
satisfy most, the photo reproductions in the Pelican reprint leave much to be desired. The better edition to have is the first printing from 1965, which can be purchased on eBay for about $40. With the return of the streetcars though interest may
return to this subject and these books, which were printed in a limited edition of
only 1,000 copies, may suddenly become quite scarce.

Bayou Bridge Line
The Bayou Bridge line,
which was owned by the New
Orleans City Rail Road Company, began operating as a
mule car in 1861. This rather
simple line started at what was
then the Half Way House
(today near the intersection of
the Pontchartrain Expressway
and City Park Avenue) and ran
on City Park Avenue to Carrollton. Crossing Carrollton Avenue the line ran on Moss along
the Bayou all the way to a bridge that was at or near where the present Harding
(Continued on next page)
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PARKVIEW HISTORY
(Continued from page 6)

Bridge is today. The Banks Map, shown here, prepared in 1863 for General Nathanial P. Banks of the invading American forces, shows the Bayou Bridge line terminating at the bridge.
According to Hennick New Orleans was a hotbed of street car innovation, and
the Bayou Bridge line played an important role in that innovation.
“In 1866, the New Orleans
City Rail Road Company tried its
walking beam car, a contrivance
about as eccentric as could be conceived. The inventor, unfortunately, is unknown. The car was
tested for some time on the Bayou
Bridge and City Park Line. Propulsion of the car was achieved through the application of gear reduction
and the counterbalance of the walking beam, plus a unique idea. The
motorman turned a large wheel which set in motion, through gears,
several other wheels and the walking beam on the roof, which in turn
revolved a rimless wheel with spokes. Each spoke had a weight at its
end, and as these spokes revolved, the weights came into contact with
the ground and pushed the car. There was no compensating device to
cope with changes in surface conditions or levels, and the fact that the
device itself frankly played hob with the surface it encountered
doomed the invention.”
After this failure of innovation the line returned to normal mule cars, which in the 1870’s
were single “Crown” truck cars built by the Stephenson Company of New York. Hennick contains three photos of the cars that were used by
the Bayou Bridge line, two exterior photos and
one very rare interior photo.
Please note that prior to 1899 there were two lines that had the name “Bayou
Bridge” in their official titles, and it is easy to confuse these two lines. What we are
referring to here in this article is the Bayou Bridge line, which was officially the
“Bayou Bridge and City Park line.” The other line, which is referred to in the next
paragraph is the “Esplanade and Bayou Bridge Line,” which traveled only on the
(Continued on next page)
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PARKVIEW HISTORY
(Continued from page 7)

Holy Rosary side of the Bayou.
In 1884 the Industrial and Cotton
Centennial Exposition was held at what is
now Audubon Park. The visitor’s guide for
the Exposition referred to the Bayou Bridge
line as “the branch line.” At that time no
bridge across Bayou St. John could accommodate street railway traffic so it became
necessary to exit one line at the bridge, walk
across the Bayou, then catch another line on
the other side. This is what is explained here
with the excerpt at right from the 1884
guide to the Cotton Centennial Exposition.
Why would the company operate such a short line and who would use it in
the decades following the Civil War? Two major destinations were on the Bayou
Bridge line. The first is obvious – City Park. In the 19th century the major entrance
to City Park was the Alexander Street gates, so anyone who had access to Canal
Street could find his way to City Park using the Bayou Bridge line as a transfer
point. The second reason is less obvious. Parkview was
essentially carved out of a large pleasure ground called
Southern Park and prior to that Magnolia Gardens.
This pleasure park was rented out to organizations who
held picnics and festivals. These were big events with
thousands in attendance. The entrance into Magnolia
Gardens faced the Bayou near the spot where the Harding Bridge is today, so the Bayou Bridge line offered the
closest drop off point.
Nonetheless the route was lightly traveled and was usually served by only
two mule cars. The company operating the line often threatened to shut it down
because of the few passengers. Hennick writes that the line was nicknamed “the
Ridge Line” because Metairie Road, as City Park Avenue was then named, was actually referred to as a ridge. In 1899 the line was electrified but its days were numbered. Two years before, in 1897, the more important Esplanade line was routed
across the Bayou’s Esplanade Bridge, which allowed it to then traveled down City
Park Avenue to Canal Street, duplicating much of the Bayou Bridge’s route. Since
the same company owned both lines it decided around the turn of the Century to
close the Bayou Bridge line.
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from page 8)

City Park Line
The City Park Line was actually a
number of different lines, all operated by
the Orleans Rail Road Company, that traveled on Dumaine Street. Starting in 1896 the
Dumaine Street bridge could accommodate
streetcar traffic so the French Market line
was rerouted over the bridge all the way to
City Park, thus becoming the French Market
– City Park line.
Hennick writes that the City Park
line’s original cars were American FB&D
seven-window cars in red livery and cream
trim, green route signs with white frosted
letters.
The City Park line was always electrified and except for a brief five year period
between 1905 and 1910 the cars ran continuously on Dumaine Street from the late
1890’s until 1941. The notice at right appeared in the newspaper announcing that buses would replace the streetcars.

Bayou St. John Line
The Orleans Rail Road Company also operated the Bayou St. John line, which
opened in 1868. This line traveled up the company’s tracks on Dumaine Street until
it hit the Bayou where it made a right on Moss to Grand Route St. John. On Grand
Route St. John the cars ran to Gentilly and Bayou Road, eventually taking Broad to
Ursulines, which took the route back downtown. Hennick describes this route as a
“downtown back o’town line,” noting that it passed through the old dairying district around the Bayou, earning the route the nickname of “The Cream Cheese
Line.”
The route was electrified in 1895 but the track remained in poor condition,
serving a mostly residential population. It ceased operation in 1925.
(Continued on the bottom of page 24)
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PARKVIEW HISTORY
CITY PARK HISTORY 100 YEARS AGO THIS MONTH;
GRAND FESTIVAL BRINGS OUT CONFEDERATES—1904
Editor’s Note: In the early 20th century the affairs of City Park were widely
reported in the city’s newspapers, most notably The Daily Picayune and The TimesDemocrat. The City Beautiful movement was in full swing by this time, and its major tenets, particularly an appreciation of aesthetics, were most evident in New Orleans in the development of parks. Since the development of Parkview is so closely
linked with the development of City Park, we are continuing with a series focusing
on how activities at the park were reported a century ago. The following is from an
article in The Daily Picayune from April 1904. Please note that the Soldier’s Home
that is mentioned was located where the police station is now on the Bayou between
Esplanade and DeSaix:
The thirteenth grand festival given under the auspices of the New Orleans City Park Improvement Association yesterday was a grand success. The number thirteen seemed to be anything but an unlucky number for the Association, for
as successful as have been the proceeding festivals none of them could compare
with that given yesterday.
The spacious and beautiful grounds were crowded all afternoon, and even in
the morning many people repaired to the grounds and enjoyed the beautiful
weather under the shade of the lordly oak trees, and as a ticket was deemed from
each one they could be counted as visitors.
At dusk the crowds began to increase largely: in fact, more visitors arrived
after nightfall than were present before, and every car passing conveyed large
crowds of people to the park, until the long, smooth promenades and walks were
densely crowded and the dancing platform literally packed with people.
An elaborate programme had been arranged, and wherever the eyes rested
there could be seen booths surrounded by crowds of delighted people enjoying
themselves. The grounds were handsomely decorated with flags and bunting,
which were suspended in long festoons between the trees and above and around
the platforms, pagodas, band stands and along the bridges; in fact, wherever flags
could be placed. Headquarters were established in the pagoda, which was richly
decorated. Amusements and games of all kinds had been provided for the guests,
while the boats in the lakes were all kept in constant service all day long. The various kinds of amusements were so plentiful as to preclude description, and what
was most satisfactory to the owners of these amusements the people appeared to
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from page 10)

liberally patronize all of them.
Beautiful as were the ground during the day, the scene beggars description
after nightfall. The flags gave way to Chinese lanterns and varicolored lights while
the lakes were brilliantly illuminated, and rivaled the fabled scenes of fairyland. A
novelty in the way of illuminations was introduced. Hundreds of torches were carried back into the woods in the rear of the baseball and polo grounds, and these
were distributed throughout the forest, presenting a grandly beautiful scene. Lights
gleamed everywhere from between the dense foliage, which swayed by the breezes,
gave glimpses of bright lights, which appeared and disappeared in a twinkling,
leaving the impressions upon the beholder at a distance that myriads of mammoth
fireflies had sought the woods and were holding a carnival therein. Then the fireworks commenced, and as piece after piece was shown the people gave expressions
of delight.
Another innovation was the reception and parade of the confederate veterans
from the Soldier’s Home, who had been invited and had accepted the cordial invitation. The veterans marched with steady steps and with happy faces to the festival,
and after their arrival, enjoyed themselves well. The vaudeville stage, which had
been erected near the Langles bridge, was occupied by some excellent local talent,
and attracted large audiences, but, of course, the dancing platform was the best patronized of all.
The festival was opened at 2
o’clock, the announcement being
made in midair by the explosion of
an immense bomb which shook the
old oaks to their roots. A display of
Japanese day fireworks followed, and
every half hour thereafter during the
afternoon there were similar displays.
At 3 o’clock Prof. George Christen’s
Military Band gave a concert on the
band stand, and then the members of
Confederate Soldier’s Home (1902). Veterans sitting
the various committees, Mayor Capin rocking chairs. (Hansell’s Guide)
devielle and the military commenced
to arrive. The St. Joseph’s Cadets
were the first to enter the grounds, marching with firm steps, as though they were
veterans. The Signal Corps, that excellently drilled body, under command of Captain J. Henry Warner, then entered the grounds and the companies forming in line,
(Continued on next page)
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paraded through the grounds. The military band then left the platform and placed
itself at the head of the two companies, and then Mayor Capdevielle and the members of the City Park Association formed in line, and all marched over to the Soldier’s Home, on Bayou St. John, to escort the veterans to the grounds. At the Soldier’s Home delegations from the Armies of Northern Virginia and Tennessee were in waiting, and the procession,
then augmented in number, marched to the grounds. The
veterans were in command of Captain H.H. Ward, Superintendent of the Home, and Captain Bergeron and attracted a
great deal of attention by their soldierly bearing and their
gray uniforms. The Mayor and Park Commissioners
headed the procession, and were followed by the Mt. Joseph’s Cadets, they by the Signal Corps, LSNG, and then
the veterans. Upon reaching the grounds the procession
marched to the band stand, where Mayor Capdevielle welcomed them. He made a short address, which was received
with applause. He said:
“Ladies and Gentlemen and Dear Comrades – The pleasant duty devolves
upon me, as President of the City Park Improvement Association to receive you as
special and honored guests upon this happy occasion. You have always received a
most generous and hearty welcome whenever you want in the city of New Orleans,
the State of Louisiana or the South in general. It was my proud privilege as Mayor
of the city of New Orleans, and my great pleasure as one of you, to welcome to this
city the last Confederate Reunion, which was so successful that a movement is now
on foot to make New Orleans the permanent Reunion City. I sincerely hope that
this will be a fact and I should feel happy, indeed, should the city receive that
honor. New Orleans enjoys the reputation of being most hospitable. I don’t propose to deliver an address, my object being only to tell you how glad we are to see
the lovely gray uniform, which is graced by you, each and every wearer being a
hero. It is true the cause you fought for was lost, but everyone now admits that it
was a just and noble cause. In the name of the City Park Association, I bid you a
warm and most cordial welcome.”
On the stand while the Mayor was speaking were the children in costume
who were to take part in the Grand Kirmess dance, which was to take place on the
dancing platform. They formed in line, and headed by the band, marched to the
dancing platform, where they took their positions under the direction of Mrs. Mae
Price, who drilled and instructed the children in their respective parts. Miss Lillian
Price presided at the piano and the children acquitted themselves with great credit
(Continued on next page)
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to themselves and their instructress. Little Miss Ruth Holly represented Little Boy
Blue; Miss Thao Corders, Little Bo Peep, and the little boys and girls whose names
follow, took the parts other characters in the Mother Goose rhymes. These were:
Masters Roger and Michel-Beecher, Robert and George Desforges, Misses Neona
Segal, Eloise Pennington, Gretchen D’Erema, Master Raymond Ellison, Miss
Roberta Parker, Baby Annie Petri, Miss Mabel Sherith, Miss Margaret Doyle, Master
Joe Doyle, Miss Fern Stavens and others.
The fireworks commenced at 8:30, immediately after the grand illuminations
of the woods in the rear of the park. The programme of the pyrotechnical exhibition
consisted of twenty pieces, one more beautiful than the other, but the climax was
reached when the display of the Niagra Falls, a piece 150 feet long and 50 feet high,
was presented. The Falls was a sheen of falling silver, exceedingly brilliant, and a
superb exhibition in every respect.
Every member of the Commission, officers as well, had been appointed on
one or the other of the committees so that all were kept busy during the festival yesterday. It was due to their untiring efforts that success attended the entertainment
and no doubt the results will be satisfactory financially. Fully 15,000 people were
present but the exact number of tickets sold will not be known until the returns are
all in, many tickets having been sold the purchasers of which did not attend, or only
used a portion of those purchased. Dancing was kept up until a late hour, and at
midnight the cars coming in were still crowded.

SUPPORT THE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
IF YOU ARE READING THIS NEWSLETTER YOU ARE PROBABLY
ALREADY A MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION SO
PLEASE ENCOURAGE YOUR NEIGHBORS TO JOIN TOO
INVITE YOUR NEIGHBORS TO ATTEND THE NEXT MEETING
TUESDAY APRIL 27, 7:30 PM
1347 MOSS STREET
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PARKVIEW MINUTES
MINUTES OF THIRD MEETING
OF
THE GENERAL MEMBERSHIP
OF
THE PARKVIEW NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
The third meeting of The General Membership of the Parkview Neighborood
Association was held on Tuesday January 20, 2004 at 7:30 PM at Vincent Hall at
Holy Rosary, 1324 Moss Street.
I.

CALL TO ORDER
The following Board Members were present: Andy Anderson, Charlie
Bishop, Mary Lou Main, Mark Tullis.
The following members were present: Deena Bedigian, Sid Chrestia, Ulla
and Tom Cloke, Michael DesJardins, A.J. and Joyce Lionnet, Valerie Marshall, Lorraine McGinley, Ronald Plaisance, Melanie Wesley.
The following guests were present: City Councilman Jay Batt (with two
members of his staff), Geoff Coates and Edward Melendez of the Urban Conservancy, Lynn Chiche of SpayMart.

II.

FINANCIAL REPORT
Charlie Bishop, Treasurer, reported that the Association’s account has a balance of $1,172.00. Mr. Bishop said that all funds on hand are from membership dues. The only expense is an $18.00 check printing charge.

III.

MEMBERSHIP REPORT
It was reported that there are currently 63 paid members of the Association.
This includes two businesses: Fellini’s Café and Parkview Tavern.

IV.

OLD BUSINESS
A.

PARKING ON THE BAYOU

The membership was brought up to speed on the problem of the illegal parking on the banks of the Bayou. A new “No Parking” sign was placed on the
(Continued on next page)
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previously bare pole near the Harding Bridge. However, the new sign has
been generally ignored. Calls and letters to the Parking Division have been
sent. Many of the cars that park illegally in the afternoon are there picking
up children at Cabrini High School; however, the school has made it clear to
the Association that Cabrini has asked parents not to park on the Bayou but
that it can do little more than that.
Mr. Batt addressed the issue saying that he would get involved to help solve
the problem. He said that he would send a letter to Cabrini High School.
B.

WISNER BIKE PATH

Work on the bike path, which will start at the Lake, should begin soon, according to reports.
C.

SEWAGE AND WATER BOARD

Members who were present and who presented problems to the representative from the Sewage and Water Board at the October meeting were asked to
make a progress report. The results were mixed. Some said that they have
not seen any evidence of work having been done on their problem drains.
The Board said that follow up letters would be sent.
Mr. Batt addressed this issue, reminding the Association of some new pumping machinery that the City just purchased. Members from Olga Street mentioned to Mr. Batt the problems that their street has with drainage. They said
that Olga has no subsurface drainage, nor does it have any curbing. The
street and sidewalks are at the same grade. Mr. Batt said that he would direct the appropriate City agency to make a study of the street.
D.

SPECIAL CRIME PREVENTION DISTRICT

A spreadsheet was handed out showing a comparison of Parkview with
other special crime prevention districts in the City. The Upper Hurstville
District, which was just formed with the last election, is the district that is
most similar to Parkview. The Upper Hurstville District, which is centered
on the axis of Jefferson Avenue and Magazine Street, near Audubon Park,
has 440 lots that were subject to the tax. Parkview has 368 lots. The Upper
Hurstville district charges $365 per parcel. For the same coverage Parkview
would have to charge about $425 per parcel, per year. Murray Nelson, presi(Continued on page 16)
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dent of the Upper Hurstville Association would be present at the next Parkview meeting to answer questions.
There was much discussion on this issue, including questions on the present
security program. It was noted that if more families joined the current program there would be greater coverage and that perhaps the special crime
prevention district being discussed wouldn’t be necessary. Others said that
they would feel comfortable knowing that New Orleans police officers would
be doing the patrols.
V.

NEW BUSINESS
A.

BUY LOCAL CAMPAIGN

Geoff Coats and Edward Melendez, both of the Urban Conservancy, spoke
about their organization’s “Buy Local” campaign, which advocated that as
often as possible New Orleanians buy goods sold by local merchants. A
lively discussion ensued over how local was defined. Mr. Melendez said that
the Urban Conservancy actually developed a formula to make that determination, but he admitted that it wasn’t easy.
The membership supported the idea and many seemed enthusiastic about
the proposal. Both Mr. Coates and Mr. Melendez said that the publicity on
the campaign is being prepared but that in the meantime they asked that
people spread the word.
B.

SPAY MART, INC.

Lynn Chiche of SpayMart spoke of her organizations program to control cat
overpopulation through a spay and neuter program. She explained that the
program worked by people trapping animals, having them spayed or neutered, then releasing the cats back where they were trapped.
A number of members spoke out in favor of the SpayMart program, remarking that they have used the program in their own lives and that the results
have been successful.
A debate ensued regarding whether cats should be kept inside or allowed
outside. Both sides had strong opinions.
(Continued on page 17)
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(Continued from page 16)

C.

CRIME REPORT

A few property crimes were reported, including a car theft.
D.

DATE OF NEXT GENERAL MEETING

The next general meeting will be held in April.
VI.

ADJOURNMENT
_____________________
Secretary

CRESCENT CITY CLASSIC TO BE RUN ON APRIL 10;
OLYMPIC YEAR EVENTS BRING OUT ELITES
Since 2004 is an Olympic year the field of elites for this year’s Crescent City
Classic may be better than usual. The 10K race, which starts in the French Quarter
at 8:30 AM on Saturday April 10, travels up Esplanade all the way to the Bayou,
where it proceeds down City Park Avenue to the Alexander Street gates of the Park, traveling its last mile in the
Park itself.
Two great places for Parkview residents to watch
the race are near the Beauregard statue, which offers an
elevated view of the runners as they come up Esplanade,
and at the intersection of City Park and Carrollton, as the
runners make a hard right turn.
Previous winners of this race include British superstar Paula Radcliffe, pictured at right, who won the race in
1997, on her way to becoming the most dominant female
distance runner in the world.

JAZZ FEST PARKING PRACTICES
Each year during Jazz Fest, Parkview residents are ticketed for parking
against traffic. Be sure to always park on the right side of the two way street you
are driving on. Also, remember that you cannot park against Bartlett Triangle on
Harding.
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PARKVIEW CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Friday
April 2
6:00 PM

MUSIC
Patsy Grace, who has a hauntingly beautiful
voice, will perform at the Fair Grinds
Coffeehouse, 3133 Ponce de Leon.

Friday
April 9
7:00 PM

MUSIC
New York singer songwriter Denise Marie
performs at the Fair Grinds Coffeehouse,
3133 Ponce de Leon.

Saturday
April 10
9:00 - 11:00 AM

CHESS LESSONS FOR KIDS
Coach Russ will teach kids the ins and outs
of this splendid game at Fair Grinds Coffeehouse.

Thursday
April 15
6:00 PM

MUSIC/COMEDY
New York singer songwriter Ariel Godwin
sings his offbeat humorous music on tax
day at the Fair Grinds Coffeehouse.

WEEKLY CHESS GAMES AT FAIR GRINDS COFFEEHOUSE
Each Wednesday evening, starting at 8:00 PM, local chess players of all ages
come together at the Fair Grinds Coffeehouse, 3133 Ponce de Leon, to participate in
friendly games and to pick up new moves and openings. Players of all skill levels
are invited to attend these lively sessions. For more information please consult
www.fairgrinds.com.

TRIVIA HOSTED EACH SUNDAY BY CHRIS CHAMPAGNE
Local poet and comic Chris Champagne plays host to a roomful of trivia masters each Sunday evening at 7:30 PM at the Fair Grinds Coffeehouse. Everyone is
invited to come by and participate.
Mr. Champagne, called “The Creole Groucho,” writes and performs comedy
sketches. For more information visit his site at www.christianchampagne.com
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OLD METAIRIE TREE PRESERVATION DISTRICT PROPOSED;
SAID TO IMPACT THE TEARING DOWN OF SMALLER HOMES
Soon the Jefferson Parish Council may be considering an ordinance that may
strictly limit the felling of trees in a 150 block area in Old Metairie. According to an
article in CtiyBusiness “the ordinance would extend tree protection onto private
property, limiting what property owners can do with trees on their lots.”
Many developers and builders are opposed
to the ordinance. Wayne Miller, a major builder in
the area was quoted in the article as saying that “We
have to give the consumers what they want.” And,
according to Miller, what the consumers often want
to do is purchase small World War II-era homes in
Old Metairie, tear them down and build homes with
triple the square footage on the same lots. Trees often stand in the way of these mansions, which may
include swimming pools and horseshoe driveways.
According to the article “the new rules would protect listed trees at least
eight inches in diameter at chest height, 4 1/2 feet off the ground. In order to remove protected trees, an application would be submitted to a tree board. Appeals
can be made to the board of zoning appeals.”

WEB SITE OF THE MONTH: LOUISIANA FOLKLIFE
Louisiana is loaded with examples of folklife and a
website put together by the State Division of the Arts is a
fantastic starting place to begin exploring this wealth of
culture. The site, www.louisianafolklife.org, contains examples of local art, fiction, video clips, audio interviews,
music, as well as scholarly resources such as a database
that indexs dissertations on issues regarding local folklife.
In most states folklife is just a part of history but in
Louisiana we live it each day.
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JACKSON DAY WINNER TRIES TO CAPTURE MARATHON TOO;
MEYER FREIDMAN FALLS JUST SHORT AS HE ‘HITS WALL’
During the Mardi Gras Marathon,
Meyer Freidman, a 24 year old from Franklin, pictured at right, was so far ahead when
he passed through Parkview, the ten mile
point on the journey, that many thought he
was only running the half marathon. His
rapid pace though got the better of him as
he ended up collapsing just short of the finish line, having to settle for a second
place finish to Michael Little of Minneapolis. Later, because he was helped up, he
was disqualified.
Thanks to a busload of well wishers
who were dropped off near the Bayou the
crowd was thick on the Esplanade bridge as
the runners came up Esplanade on their route
to the Lake.
Local favorite Bryan Smith, who is in
his 40’s, turned in the best time of any area
runner, finishing fourth.
Lisa Spenner of Austin finished first in the
women’s division, while Lisa Pratt finished 14th
to become the top local female finisher. Kim
Miltz, of Illinois, at right, won the women’s half
marathon.
Mr. Friedman won the Jackson Day race
earlier this year.

Kim Miltz, winner of the women’s half
marathon.

CALENDAR LISTINGS SOLICITED
We are trying to include a monthly calendar of events in the newsletter. If
you know of a neighborhood event that should be included, or someone who lives
in Parkview who is participating in an event that should be brought to our attention, please submit the listing to mctullis@bellsouth.net or fax it to 488-6581.
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PARKVIEW NEWS
HELP FIGHT CRIME IN OUR NEIGHBORHOOD
BAYOU ST. JOHN NEIGHBORHOOD SECURITY PROGRAM

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
APRIL 5 , 2004 – 7:30 PM - 1324 MOSS ST (VINCENT HALL)
Grab your neighbor and join us for the annual membership meeting where
we will elect new officers and board members. Some of our goals are to address
crime prevention needs and to increase our membership so that we may increase
the hours of the patrol.
The new owner of Swissguard, formerly Swiss Security, Greather
Heathcock, and our new neighborhood guard, David Smith, will be on hand to
answer questions about the service. Mr. Smith, who has over two years experience,
has greatly improved visibility of the service.
Looking forward to seeing you there – We need your comments.
Refreshments will be served.

RESTAURANT IN CALIFORNIA NAMED BAYOU ST. JOHN
In Seal Beach, California there is a restaurant
named Bayou St. John that serves Cajun and Creole
Cuisine. According to a restaurant website the restaurant is owned by people from New Orleans. The restaurant’s handlers wrote on the site, “The small markets, such as the one our family owned in New Orleans,
are complete with old fashioned meat counters with
meats cut to order and sausages made by hand. These
markets have honest to goodness butchers (my father and grandfather included)
who spent their lives serving meats and fresh seafood to generations of New Orleanians.”
Dishes on the menu - such as file gumbo, jambalaya and “red beans and
rice” - would seem very familiar to anyone from Louisiana.
The site explains that in New Orleans people going shopping say “making
groceries.” How many people in California know that?
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BOOK REVIEW

19TH CENTURY PRACTICE OF SENDING LIBERATED
SLAVES BACK TO AFRICA IS SUBJECT OF NEW BOOK
Alan Huffman’s Mississippi in
Africa: The Saga of the Slaves of Prospect
Hill Plantation and Their Legacy in Liberia
Today (Gotham Books; 2004) attempts to
explain the work of the American Colonization Society, an organization that in
the decades prior to the Civil War assisted in the moving of former slaves
back to Africa to a newly formed country, Liberia. While Huffman fails to answer many basic questions that would
arise in the minds of anyone remotely
interested in this unusual period in antebellum Southern history – such as
whether the former slaves even wanted
to “return” to a continent their ancestors were forced to leave generations
ago – he does show the reader in a
round about way that because of the
lack of archival records these questions
may not only be unanswerable but that
everyone should be suspicious of someone claiming to know the answers.

bly, his heirs, who had to continue living in Mississippi, didn’t particularly
care for this version of the will and did
their very best to have it set aside.
Eventually, after many years had
passed, the will was probated and the
now freed slaves had their passage
back to Africa.

The Prospect Hill Plantation
mentioned in the title of the book is in
Jefferson County, Mississippi, just north
of Natchez and right across the Mississippi River from Louisiana. Geography
plays an important role in the telling of
this story, so the two maps that are
printed with the book are consulted often. This cotton plantation was owned
by Isaac Ross, who died in 1836, leaving
a will that specified that the plantation
be sold and the proceeds used to ship
his 200 slaves to Liberia, the newly created colony in western Africa. Predicta-

With the former slaves crossing
the Atlantic, Huffman turns to the second half of his story, which is Liberia
today. Using last year’s political unrest
in Liberia as a backdrop, Huffman utilizes present day Liberians who are descendants of the former slaves from
Prospect Hill to attempt to bring the
story full circle. Unfortunately because
of a lack of records in Liberia (most
have been destroyed during civil unrest) he doesn’t get very far. Instead, the
second half of the book, which was in(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from page 22)

tended to set up the reunion in the epilogue, sputters in the dirt of bombed out Liberia. The reader learns more about how to bribe guards and repair cars than what
happened to the black Americans who came from Prospect Hill Plantation.
Even the beautiful Greek Revival architecture of Liberia has been destroyed
by the war. Huffman points out that the freed slaves built homes in Liberia similar
to those that their masters lived in back in Mississippi, so the landscape in Liberia
was dotted with plantation style homes. There are no photos in the book, which
was how Huffman wanted it. He wrote by way of explanation in the author’s note
that he “wanted the story to speak for itself as much as possible.” However, if there
is no story, there is nothing being said. At least a few photos make the agony of the
silence more bearable.
While many trails went dead in Liberia, just as many didn’t even get started,
thanks to shabby record keeping in Mississippi county clerk offices. Huffman
points out that these 200 year old records, wills, probate documents and court transcripts, so crucial to any serious historical research, have been destroyed by the neglect of those charged with the responsibility of safekeeping these same records.
The disinterested staffers he encounters, many of whom are all too happy to dump
these records in favor of obtaining available space in county courthouses, ring a familiar tune for many who do genealogical research. Reading of these incidents in
Mississippi should make any New Orleanian appreciate the tremendous job of archival record keeping done by the staff of the City Archives at the New Orleans
Public Library and particularly the most important work of Sally Reeves at the Notarial Archives.
Huffman’s perspective in writing this tale is that of a journalist. A native of
Mississippi Huffman is a newspaper and magazine writer and the skills that make
him successful in those venues handicap him here in a book length treatment of a
complex story, one deserving of far greater research than he undertook in preparing
the book.
A solid bibliography would have redeemed Huffman but even that is absent.
Instead what is offered is a scant list of sources, the order of which is determined by
the name of the title of the work instead of the author. The index is not any better.
The Wharton diary, which means much to New Orleans scholars, is mentioned in
the text, but it is absent in both the index and the bibliography.
With all the political turmoil occurring in Liberia late last year Mississippi in
Africa was obviously rushed to the printers. Time should never be of the essence
when it comes to the writing of history.
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BUSINESSES OPTIMISTIC ABOUT STREETCAR LINE;
REAL ESTATE PRICES EXPECTED TO SEE BIG JUMP
Even before the first car rolls down Carrollton Avenue, classified ads for Mid
-City apartments have been touting the apartments’ proximity to the new line. Restaurants such as Christian’s and Chateaubriand too mention the streetcars in their
print ads.
A lengthy article by Ronette King in
The Times-Picayune’s March 27 Real Estate
supplement included interviews with many
real estate agents and brokers, many of
whom said that the new line will drive up
prices, including rentals. According to some
interviewed there is much interest in Carrollton because of the mixed use zoning. Condo
development was also mentioned as a strong
possibility.
What was not discussed in the article was what effect the streetcar line will
have on the stretch of Canal between Claiborne and Jefferson Davis. Unlike the St.
Charles line, which is scenic from end to end, there are long sections of Canal Street
hat are in great need of attention.
(Continued from page 9)

Del Braud, who grew up on the corner of Ursulines and Hagan, and who
now lives on Canal Street, remembers the Bayou St. John line. In a telephone interview Mr. Braud said that the cars on this line were the same green color as the St.
Charles cars are today. “The Bayou St. John line’s cars were shorter and you entered them from the rear.” He said that the tracks ran on Moss Street very close to
the Bayou’s levee. Asked if he used the line very often, for example to go to the Bell
Theater at Grand Route St. John and Gentilly, Mr. Braud responded by saying that
back then “we walked everywhere.”
Mr. Braud also remembers the day the route ended. He said that when people woke up that morning in 1925 all they talked about was how the tracks were removed in the middle of the night. Mr. Braud said that apparently the railroad company separated the crossties from the rails, rendering the track unusable. Moss was
littered with crossties. While many in the neighborhood were very angry about losing the line, Mr. Braud said that he understood why it had to happen. It was a business decision, he said. “The City Park line ran over much of the same tracks.”
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